Dedred Dada,

you certainly have been a some

places lately! likely one of your letters shows
you in such light figures even being a

farmerette or similar because of you

occasion of relief into a new you know that

I am most envious of you. If you are

leaving us housewives as two are

though, I cannot be very well see how

you possibly could work in the fields.

my family are most anxious to

have me go to Indianapolis for

part of the summer very long with some

friends. It would not desert appeal to

you for part of the journey must be

made on a houseboat. For that very

reason, i.e., house-boat part of the

journey, however, I am sure we—
enthusiastic. I do so have a house-boat life under this bracing sun. Of course after one gets to Wokasun, though, it would be ideal. But heavens, the sailing there and back. At first I was quite keen on the idea of going W; but now the hotter the weather becomes, the more do I think from getting ready to go as I have not decided whether same going or not.

In my last letter, I stated you that two of my cousins are coming to America. I sent you some white hand-woven cloths, linen, and some lace for collars and cuffs. There is nothing so wonderfully cool as linen for short waists, and I think you can get a couple of them out of the material.

By the way, my waist, through so from the first washing that I thought it best to shrink the material for you, and as the bright idea did not occur to me till the very last moment, I didn’t even have time to iron out the material. You will please excuse this harshness on my part.

I received such a nice sweet letter from Annie A. the poor dear seems dreadfully tired though. If you are in New York again this summer, wish you would look her up as Columbia. She was coming
...some are escape in spite of our best that this ended with quite make out whether I was a fool or only damn cozy. A little of both, don't you think?

By the way, by the same mail, Jane sending you an article I wrote for the Clinton University Club. It made quite a hit as the Shanghai Gazette copied it, and as it was the only article in the whole lot, that was copied. As present Jane deliberating over some articles in the nature of social reforms for certain of the cities in Shanghai. Don't your own lines to help me sort out the essentials from the rest of my thoughts. Jane also deliberating on writing on American...
women as college students? I think I ought to do best in what I knew first handed. It is easier for us to write narratives than formal articles, and for this reason I am starting a course in Macaulay for my own benefit. I want to get the swing and rhythm of analytical writing.

I wish you were here to help me get started. I feel so triumphant of ideas I must understand the fact that I am so awkward in expression.

With love,

Daughter

Address me to 30 Seymour Road
Shanghai.

I haven't moved yet! but travel...
has, so the mail will be sent this. By the way, please continue the subscription of the following magazines for me:

2. Ladies Home Journal.
3. The Red Digest.
5. Atlantic.

And please get me the following new ones:

1. Harpe's (monthly, not Bazaar)
2. Woman's Home Companion.

And when the third Republic issue out, please ask and continue that. Please tell me how much the whole bill will amount to; and I'll remit by remittance.

Hanshee.